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Abstract
A person’s birth weight is a robust predictor of their economic, educational, and health outcomes
across the life course. But is birth weight simply a proxy for environmental conditions in-utero,
or do biological processes related to birth weight themselves play an important role in healthy
development during the prenatal period? To examine this question, we utilize an underexplored
source variation in birth weight that is largely orthogonal to prenatal environmental conditions:
an individual’s genes. We leverage the recent identification of specific genetic variants
associated with birth weight to construct polygenic scores in two longitudinal studies and
empirically validate and unpack the molecular genetic correlates of birth weight. A 1 SD
increase in the birth weight polygenic score is associated with a ~100 gram increase in birth
weight; sibling comparisons show this association mostly represents the causal effect of genes.
The magnitude of the relationship between polygenic score and birth weight is increased for
children who spend longer in the womb and children born to mothers with high maternal body
mass index. Finally, the birth weight polygenic score causally affects downstream social and
cognitive outcomes, providing support for the hypothesis that birth weight itself is intimately
related to healthy prenatal development.
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1. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the social and biomedical sciences have witnessed an
explosion of research on the fetal origins hypothesis, also referred to as the developmental
origins of health and disease (Almond, Currie, and Duque 2018; Almond and Currie 2011;
Victora et al. 2008; Barker 1990; 1995). A large body of work has demonstrated that an
individual’s birth weight is robustly associated with their economic, educational, and health
outcomes later in life.1 This research affirms the importance of healthy development during the
prenatal period. However, is birth weight itself important per se, or does birth weight simply act
as a coarse proxy for prenatal environmental conditions (Conti et al. 2020)? To examine this
question, we leverage an underexplored source variation in birth weight—one is that is largely
orthogonal to the prenatal environment: an individual’s genes.2
In Figure 1, we present two plausible stylized causal models linking genes, the prenatal
environment, birth weight, and downstream development. In Panel A, birth weight simply acts as
an index of prenatal environmental exposures. Aspects of the prenatal environment, such as
exposure to malnutrition and stress, simultaneously affect both birth weight and valued
developmental outcomes. In this case, because birth weight and development are related only
through the prenatal environment, genes that influence birth weight do not affect outcomes later

1

See also Almond, Chay, & Lee 2005; Behrman & Rosenzweig 2004; Black, Devereux, &
Salvanes 2007; Boardman, Powers, Padilla, & Hummer 2002; Conley & Bennett 2000; Conley,
Strully, & Bennett 2006; Figlio, Guryan, Karbownik, & Roth 2014; Oreopoulos, Stabile, Walld,
& Roos 2008; Royer 2009; Torche & Echevarría 2011.
2
Among unrelated individuals, genetic influences on birth weight are orthogonal to
environmental influences on birth weight only in the sense that they represent a distinct causal
pathway (though a non-zero correlation may still exist between an individual’s genes for birth
weight and aspects of their prenatal environment nonetheless). However, among siblings, genetic
variation related to birth weight is randomly assigned and therefor mechanically orthogonal to
prenatal environmental conditions.
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in life. In Panel B, on the other hand, birth weight is itself an important part of the prenatal
development process. That is, birth weight mediates the relationship between prenatal
environmental exposures and developmental outcomes. Here, genes that influence birth weight
in turn impact development across the life course.

[Insert Figure 1 Here]

An increased understanding of the role that genetic influences on birth weight play in
shaping developmental outcomes would help adjudicate between the two potential causal models
for prenatal human capital formation presented in Figure 1. However, to date, genetic influences
on birth weight are largely absent from the fetal origins literature. Genes are typically either
relegated to the error term or differenced out entirely using a quasi-experimental identification
strategy (Wooldridge 2015; Papageorge and Thom 2020).3 Thus, precious little is known about
the ways in which genes influence birth weight and whether genetic influences on birth weight
translate into positive outcomes later in life.
Fortunately, advances in the field of molecular genetics have recently introduced novel
avenues for explicitly modeling genetic influences on human health and behavior (Beauchamp et
al. 2011; Benjamin et al. 2012; Harden and Koellinger 2020; Mills and Tropf 2020). Last year, a
large study combined the DNA of hundreds of thousands of participants from across the globe
and successfully identified specific genetic variants associated with birth weight (Warrington et
al. 2019). In this paper, we encapsulate these identified genetic variants related to birth weight
into a single individual-level linear predictor known as a polygenic score (Dudbridge 2013). We
3

In the case of birth weight, comparing monozygotic twins with a family fixed effects model has
become the predominant approach.
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then use this birth weight polygenic score in two longitudinal studies to i) validate molecular
genetic discoveries related to birth weight and ii) develop an improved understanding of the
causal model that connects the prenatal period to birth weight to outcomes across the life course.
We examine three specific questions regarding genetic influences on birth weight. First,
we ask: (1) Do individual genetic factors—summarized by a new polygenic score—predict birth
weight and does this association in part represent a causal effect? To do so, we test whether the
polygenic score is associated with birth weight a) between families using both generic linear
models fit on unrelated individuals and b) within families using family fixed effects models fit
on sibling pairs. Because genetic differences between siblings are randomly assigned (Conley
and Fletcher 2017), comparing differences in polygenic scores between siblings to differences in
outcomes between siblings (Rietveld et al. 2014; Domingue et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2018; Belsky
et al. 2018; Trejo and Domingue 2019; Brumpton et al. 2020; Zaidi and Mathieson 2020) allows
us to test whether the genetic correlates of birth weight are causally related to outcomes. Next,
we test whether genetic sources of variation in birth weight, like environmental sources in
variation, are related to downstream social and cognitive development. We ask: (2) Do genetic
factors related to birth weight predict social and cognitive development across the life course,
and what does this tell us about the nature of the relationship between birth weight and healthy
development? Finally, we probe for gene-environment interplay—whether, genetic and
environmental influences may be interactive, rather than additive, in how they shape an
individual’s birth weight (Armstrong-Carter et al. 2019; Barcellos, Carvalho, and Turley 2018;
Papageorge and Thom 2020; Boardman et al. 2014). We ask: (3) Do environmental factors
moderate the relationship between a child’s genes and their birth weight?
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We find that a one standard deviation increase in an child’s birth weight polygenic score
is associated with a ~100 gram increase in their birth weight; within family analyses leveraging
genetic differences between siblings show that a large portion of this association represents the
causal effect of genes. The birth weight polygenic score also predicts social and cognitive
outcomes starting in childhood through adulthood, both within and between families. Finally, the
relationship between polygenic score and birth weight is increased for children who spend longer
in the womb and children born to mothers with high maternal body mass index. Our findings
support the idea that recent efforts have identified a relatively accurate—albeit noisy—map
linking an individual’s DNA sequence to their genetic predisposition to weigh more at birth, but
that nonetheless an individual’s genetic predisposition varies across contexts. Moreover, our
results are inconsistent with the idea that birth weight simply acts as a proxy for prenatal
environmental conditions. Instead, they suggest that the biological processes related to birth
weight themselves play an important role in healthy prenatal development.

2. Molecular Genetics and Complex Traits
In this section, we review the relevant literature on recent molecular genetic discoveries.
Previously, scientists were greatly limited in their capacity to engage with individual genetic
differences. Even upon the completion of the Human Genome Project (Lander et al. 2001), only
small quantities of genetic information were available for scientific inquiry. Over the last 10
years, however, growing sample sizes of genotyped individuals and computational developments
in the processing of large amounts of genetic data have led to substantial developments in
detecting replicable associations between genes and various social outcomes.
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2a. Genome-Wide Association Studies
The advent and proliferation of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) has ushered in
new understanding of the genetics of complex traits and the biology of human behavior and
disease (Visscher et al. 2012; 2017). GWAS probe the relationship between traits and regions of
the genome via large data sets containing individual-level information on genotype and
phenotype (Pearson and Manolio 2008). GWAS rely on the availability of DNA from hundreds
of thousands of individuals and identify variants of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that
are more likely to be found among people exhibiting a trait of interest. SNPs are the most
common form of human genetic variation and represent a mutation at a single locus in the
genome; GWAS typically involve analyzing millions of SNPs.
Though GWAS methodologies vary slightly, in general they involve regressing some
outcome 𝑌𝑖 on a person’s allele frequency 𝑔𝑖𝑛 iteratively for 𝑁 independent SNPs. GWAS also
typically control for sex, age, and the first 10 principal components (PCs) of individual genotype.

̂ + 𝜖𝑖
𝑌𝑖 = 𝛿̂ 𝑛 + 𝛼̂ 𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑛 + 𝑿𝒊 𝚯
(2a.i)
𝑌𝑖 : GWAS outcome for individual 𝑖
𝛼̂ 𝑛 : Observed linear association between a one allele change at a individual′ s genetic locus 𝑛 and outcome 𝑌
𝑔𝑖𝑛 : Total number of risk alleles at individual 𝑖′s genetic locus 𝑛 (0, 1, or 2)
𝑿𝒊 : Vector of individual 𝑖 covariates including sex, age, and the first 10 PCs of genotype

To date, GWAS have been conducted on a wide variety of outcomes, ranging from
proximal, biological phenotypes, such as blood pressure (Giri et al. 2019) and height (Yengo et
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al. 2018), to distal, behavioral phenotypes, such as depression (Hyde et al. 2016; Okbay et al.
2016), educational attainment (Lee et al. 2018), and risk tolerance (Linnér et al., 2019).

2b. Theoretical and Observed Polygenic Scores
A key discovery from the first decade of GWAS is that the vast majority of
characteristics studied by social and behavioral scientists are complex traits (Visscher et al. 2012;
2017). A complex trait is one influenced by a large number of genes, with each gene having only
a tiny effect (Chabris et al. 2015; Boyle, Li, and Pritchard 2017). Thus, the GWAS literature has
shown that the genetic influence on most behavioral traits is due to many genes rather than a
small number of genes or a single gene.
To increase statistical power and simplify computation, researchers often generate an
individual-level linear predictor called a polygenic score (Dudbridge 2013). A polygenic score is
meant to summarize all the identified genetic information dispersed widely across the genome
that pertains to a particular trait. Such scores have become widely utilized (Duncan et al. 2019)
and rely on the assumption that SNP-level genetic effects are linear and additive.4
The theoretical (though unobserved) polygenic score of person 𝑖 can be expressed
mathematically as the summation of the product between their allele count and the true SNPlevel causal effect, or allelic weight, across 𝑁 independent genetic loci.

𝑁

∑ 𝛼 𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝑃𝐺𝑆𝑖
𝑛=1

(2b.i)

4

Recent meta-analyses of twin studies support the linear, additive model for genetic effects (Polderman et al. 2015).
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𝛼 𝑛 : True causal effect of a one allele change at a individual′ s genetic locus 𝑛 on outcome 𝑌
𝑃𝐺𝑆𝑖 : Polygenic score constructed from the true causal linear effect of a individual′s genes on outcome 𝑌

In practice, the vector of true causal effects at all 𝑁 independent genetic loci, 𝛼⃑, is
unobserved. Instead, we obtain 𝛼̂⃑, an estimate of 𝛼⃑, by fitting a GWAS (see Equation 2a.i). We
̂ 𝑖 , in an independent sample.
can then use 𝛼̂⃑ to construct our observed polygenic score, 𝑃𝐺𝑆

𝑁

̂𝑖
∑ 𝛼̂ 𝑛 𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝑃𝐺𝑆
𝑛=1

(2b.ii)
̂ i : Polygenic score constructed from the observed linear relationship between a person′ s genes and outcome 𝑌
𝑃𝐺𝑆

̂ 𝑖 is then normalized within sample to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. The
𝑃𝐺𝑆
̂ 𝑖 , can be thought of as a noisy version of the true polygenic score
observed polygenic score, 𝑃𝐺𝑆
𝑃𝐺𝑆𝑖 .

𝑁

̂ 𝑖 = ∑(𝛼̂ 𝑛 + 𝜇𝑛 )𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝑃𝐺𝑆𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖
𝑃𝐺𝑆
𝑛=1

(2b.iii)
𝜇𝑛 : Difference between true and observed allelic weight at loci genetic locus 𝑛 due to finite GWAS sample
𝜇𝑖 : Measurement error of undefined form

At present, the 𝜇𝑖 component of observed polygenic scores for most social and behavioral
traits tends to be quite large, causing substantial attenuation bias towards zero. For example,
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previous studies suggest that 𝑃𝐺𝑆𝑖 , the true, unobserved polygenic score for birth weight, would
explain ~40% of the variance in birth weight among unrelated individuals (Warrington et al.
2019). However, due to the finite sample used to estimate 𝛼̂⃑ , the observed polygenic score used
in this study explains only ~3% of the variance in birth weight (Authors’ Calculations, Born in
Bradford cohort).

2c. GWAS and Birth Weight
Birth weight, like virtually all human characteristics (Polderman et al. 2015), is
determined by a combination of genetic and environmental factors. A recent study conducted
GWAS on the maternal and fetal genetic influences on birth weight using data on over 500,000
individuals and revealed new insights into the genetic underpinnings of birth weight (Warrington
et al. 2019). The authors identified 190 independent regions of the genome that are significantly
associated with birth weight at a statistical threshold of 5E-8 (representing a conservative
Bonferroni correction for approximately one million independent hypotheses, or genetic loci,
tested). Interestingly, the genes within a mother that influence her child’s birth weight appear
distinct from the genes within a child that influence his or her own birth weight.5 In this paper,
we focus specifically on fetal genetic influences (i.e. the influence of a child’s genes on his or
her own birth weight), which were shown to explain over four times the amount of variation in
birth weight than maternal genetic influences. However, because GWAS are correlational in
nature, the extent to which the identified genetic associations are driven by the causal effect of
genes versus non-genetic processes (e.g. dynastic effects (Kong et al. 2018; Trejo and Domingue

5

The deattenuated correlation between the vector of allelic weights (i.e. 𝛼⃑) for the fetal effects
and the maternal effects, known as the genetic correlation (𝜌𝑔 ), is quite low (~0.1).
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2019) and population stratification (Novembre et al. 2008; Abdellaoui et al. 2019)) remains
unclear.
It has become standard practice for researchers to summarize discoveries from GWAS,
which rely heavily on very large, cross-sectional samples of individuals and coarse survey
measures, as a polygenic score in order to more thoroughly explore the findings in rich,
longitudinal studies (Belsky and Harden 2019). Social scientists have already begun unpacking
GWAS discoveries for the genetic factors associated with education (Papageorge and Thom
2020; Barth, Papageorge, and Thom 2020; Belsky et al. 2018) and incorporating these polygenic
scores into the fetal origins literature (Conley, Sotoudeh, and Laidley 2019). However, few
studies, if any, have used polygenic scores to follow up on the recent birth weight GWAS
findings. We view this paper as an early step in understanding how genetic influences on birth
weight factor into the models of health, social and cognitive development, and human capital
formation studied by social scientists.

3. Data
We utilize two longitudinal data sources in this paper: The Born in Bradford cohort and
The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. By analyzing both cohorts, we can test a wider range of
hypotheses and increase the robustness of our findings. We provide information about each study
below.

3a. Born in Bradford
The Born in Bradford cohort (BiB) is a longitudinal multi-ethnic birth cohort study of the
impact of environmental, psychological and genetic factors on maternal and child mental and
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physical health (Wright et al. 2013). The full BiB cohort consists of ~12,500 women recruited
from 2007 to 2010 across ~13,800 pregnancies, which resulted in ~13,900 children. White
British and Pakistani mothers in roughly equal parts comprise the bulk of the BiB cohort (i.e.
95%), with the remaining 5% identifying as other ethnic backgrounds.
At birth, genetic samples were assayed for a subsample of children whose parents
consented. Children were genotyped using Illumina HumanCore Exome 12 and 24 BeadChip
arrays (Version 1/1.1; Illumina) with umbilical cord blood samples. Healthcare records were
collected for mothers and educational records continue to be regularly collected for children. A
strength of BiB for our purposes is that it contains rich clinical and administrative measures
which begin when the child is in utero and continue through primary school.

3b. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study
The Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (WLS) is a survey based on a 1/3 sample of all 1957
Wisconsin high school graduates (~10,000) and a randomly-selected sibling of these graduates
(Herd, Carr, and Roan 2014). The graduate respondents were originally empaneled with an inperson questionnaire at age 18 in 1957, which was followed with data collection at ages 25, 36,
54, 65, and finally 72 in 2012. The WLS includes a wide range of administrative and
prospectively collected data from adolescence through adulthood. Early life conditions, like birth
weight, were self-reported retrospectively. Beginning in 2008, genetic samples were assayed
from saliva for a subsample of consenting WLS graduates and siblings. Genotyping was
performed using the Illumina HumanOmniExpress 24 BeadChip arrays (Version 1/1.1;
Illumina). Strengths of the WLS particular to our analyses include its large sample of genotyped
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sibling pairs as well as its social and cognitive developmental outcomes from across the life
course.

3c. Sample Restriction
Ancestral diversity raises challenges for the study of human genetics. While there has
been recent progress in GWAS in combining individuals of diverse ancestries to identify
associations between specific genetic loci and outcomes (Wojcik et al. 2019), diverse ancestries
continue to complicate analyses the use genome-wide summary measures such as polygenic
scores (Duncan et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2017). For this reason, along with the fact that the
GWAS results we use to construct our polygenic scores are derived from individuals of only
European ancestries (Warrington et al. 2019), we restrict our BiB and WLS analytic samples to
only individuals for whom we have valid genetic data and are of European ancestries (as
identified via principal components analysis). This restriction has very different implications for
our two samples: WLS respondents are overwhelmingly of European ancestries and, therefore,
very few of the respondents are excluded on the basis of ancestry; alternatively, in BiB, we are
forced to drop roughly half of the sample of individuals for whom we have valid genetic data
(these excluded individuals are largely of South Asian ancestries).

3d. Polygenic Scores
To calculate polygenic scores, we matched individual genotypes from BiB and the WLS
with the most recent GWAS results for birth weight reported by the Early Growth Genomics
Consortium (Warrington et al. 2019). Neither BiB nor the WLS were used in the GWAS of birth
weight so there is no concern of the polygenic score mechanically predicting outcomes. For each
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genotype, we counted the number of birth weight-associated alleles (0, 1, or 2), multiplied this
count by the effect size estimated in the original GWAS, and then summed weighted counts
across all genotypes to calculate each participants’ polygenic score. All matched SNPs were used
to compute polygenic scores, irrespective of the nominal significance of their association with
birth weight. These genome-wide analyses were performed using Plink (Chang et al. 2015).
Polygenic scores were then normalized to be mean 0 and standard deviation 1 within each
sample.

3e. Non-Genetic Measures
In addition to polygenic scores, we employ a variety of measures of social and cognitive
development at various stages of the life course and prenatal characteristics that may moderate
the influence of the polygenic score. Table 1 provides summary statistics for all the measures
used in our study.

[Insert Table 1 Here]

See Sections A1 and A2 of the appendix for more details on the non-genetic measures used in
this study.

4. Methods
4a. The Polygenic Score, Birth Outcomes, and Downstream Development
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To test whether an individual’s birth weight polygenic score is associated with a variety
of outcomes (e.g. birth weight, other neonatal characteristics, and social and cognitive
development later in life), we fit models of the following form for individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗:6

̂ 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑿𝒊𝒋 𝚯
̂ + 𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽̂0 + 𝛽̂1 𝑃𝐺𝑆
(4a.i)
𝑌𝑖𝑗 : Outcome of individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗
̂ 𝑖𝑗 : Birth weight polygenic score for individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗
𝑃𝐺𝑆

In all of our analyses using polygenic scores, we follow the genetics literature and control for
sex, age,7 and the first ten principal components of European ancestries genotype to help account
for population stratification and, therefore, increase the robustness of our findings (Price et al.
2006).
Nonetheless, an emerging body of evidence suggests that merely controlling for principal
components is insufficient to fully reduce environmental confounding due to population
stratification and dynastic effects (Zaidi and Mathieson 2020; Berg et al. 2019; Mostafavi et al.
2020; Trejo and Domingue 2019; Kong et al. 2018). Fortunately, conditional on parental
genotype, child genotype is randomly assigned through a process known as genetic
recombination (Conley and Fletcher 2017). Thus, family fixed effects regression models that
compare genetic differences in siblings to phenotypic differences in siblings have a causal

6

There are a small number of sibling pairs in BiB but most respondents will be the only member
of their family.
7
In BiB, we do not observe child’s birth date and are therefore unable to control for age in our
regression models. However, unlike the WLS, all individuals in BiB were born in the same few
year span and are therefore approximately the same age.
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interpretation (Rietveld et al. 2014; Domingue et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2018; Belsky et al. 2018;
Trejo and Domingue 2019). To that end, in order to test whether the polygenic score indexes a
causal effect between an individual’s genes and their outcomes, we fit within family models of
the following form for individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗 using a subsample of sibling pairs in the WLS:

̂ 𝑖𝑗 + 𝑿𝒊𝒋 𝚯
̂ + 𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝛾̂𝑗 + 𝛽̂1 𝑃𝐺𝑆
(4a.iii)
𝛾̂𝑗 : Family 𝑗 fixed effects

4b. Testing for Gene-Environment Interactions
Another key question is whether environmental factors may moderate the relationship
between child polygenic score and birth weight. To test for gene-environment interactions, we fit
the model for individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗 for multiple candidate prenatal environmental features:

̂ 𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽̂2 𝐸𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽̂3 (𝑃𝐺𝑆
̂ 𝑗 ∗ 𝐸𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑿𝒊𝒋 𝚯
̂ + 𝜖𝑖𝑗
𝑌𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽̂0 + 𝛽̂1 𝑃𝐺𝑆
(4b.i)
𝐸𝑖𝑗 : Environmental moderator for individual 𝑖 in family 𝑗

Specifically, we test three candidate environmental modifiers in BiB: maternal socioeconomic
status, maternal body mass index, and gestational length. Both maternal socioeconomic status
and maternal body mass index were measured at 26-28 weeks gestation. We selected
socioeconomic status (Aizer and Currie 2014; Conley and Bennett 2000) and body mass index
(Yu et al. 2013) because of their well-documented large main effects on birth weight and chose
gestational age because of past research using twins that has documented its role in modifying
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genetic influences on neonatal health (Conley, Strully, and Bennett 2006). A statistically
significant 𝛽̂3 point estimate in Equation 4b.i indicates that the change in the conditional
expectation associated with a change in each prenatal environment on birth weight depends on a
child’s genetics.

5. Results
5a. The Polygenic Score Predicts Birth Weight
Our results regarding the relationship between the birth weight polygenic score and
observed birth weight, as well as related birth outcomes, are displayed in Table 2.

[Insert Table 2 Here]

Panel A of Table 2 shows the relationship between the birth weight polygenic score and birth
weight in both BiB and the WLS. Model A1 shows that, in BiB, a one standard deviation
increase in the birth weight polygenic score is associated with a 91 gram (P<.001) increase in
birth weight. In the WLS, we see similar results; Model A2 shows that a one standard deviation
increase in the birth weight polygenic score is associated with a 102 gram (P<.001) increase in
birth weight. When we include family fixed effects in Model 3 and leverage only genetic
differences among siblings, the coefficient attenuates slightly to 88 grams (P<.005) but remains
highly statistically significant. In Panel A of Table A1 in appendix, we replicate the models in
Panel A of Table 2 instead using the natural log of birthweight as our outcome variable and yield
comparable results. In these models, a one standard deviation increase in the birth weight
polygenic score is associated with a 2.5-3% increase in birth weight.
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Panel B of Table 2 shows the relationship between the birth weight polygenic score and
other birth characteristics in BiB. The birth weight polygenic score is negatively associated with
being small for gestational length and positively associated with being large for gestational age.
Models B2 and B3 show that one standard deviation increase in the birth weight polygenic score
is associated with a 3 percentage point (P<.001), roughly 38%, decrease in the probability of
being small for gestational length and a 3 percentage point, roughly 25%, increase the probability
of being largely for gestational age. Perhaps surprisingly, Models B1, B4, and B5 show that the
birth weight polygenic score is largely unrelated to gestational length and both 1-minute and 5minute postnatal AGPAR scores.

5b. The Polygenic Score Predicts Downstream Outcomes
We now turn our attention to our results regarding the relationship between the birth
weight polygenic score and social and cognitive developmental outcomes, displayed in Table 3.

[Insert Table 3 Here]

In BiB (Panel A), Models A1, A2, and A3 show that a one standard deviation increase in
the polygenic score is associated with a 0.04 standard deviation (P<.1) increase in teacher-rated
academic and socioemotional development at age 6, a 0.06 standard deviation (P<.05) increase in
academic achievement at age 8, and a 1.8 percentage point (P<.05), roughly 10%, decrease in the
likelihood of having a documented special educational need.
In the WLS (Panel B), we see a similar story. Models B1, B3, and B5 show that a one
standard deviation increase in the polygenic score is associated with a .03 standard deviation
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(P<.01) increase in cognitive ability at age 16, a .08 year (p<.01) increase in educational
attainment at age 40, and a 1.4 percentile (p<.01) increase in high school rank at age 17. When
we include family fixed effects in Models 2 and 4 and compare only differences between
siblings,8 the coefficients on cognitive ability (.04; P<.1) and educational attainment (.13; P<.05)
grow in magnitude and remain statistically significant (though the coefficient on cognitive ability
is now only significant at a 10% level). Figure 2 graphically displays the results from Models 1
through 4 in the WLS using binned scatterplots.

[Insert Figure 2 Here]

5c. Gene-Environment Interactions
Finally, we turn to our results regarding gene-environment interactions for birth weight,
which are displayed in Table 4.

[Insert Table 4 Here]

Using BiB, we find evidence that the change in birth weight associated with a given
change in the polygenic score varies as a function of maternal body mass index and gestation
length but not maternal socioeconomic status. Models 1, 2, and 3 show that the coefficients on
the interaction terms between the birth weight polygenic score and maternal socioeconomic
status (Model 1), maternal body mass index (Model 2), and gestational length (Model 3) are 24
grams (P<.1), 6 grams (P<.005), and 14 grams (P<.05), respectively.
8

High school rank was collected only for WLS graduates (and not randomly selected siblings),
so a within family analysis for this outcome is not possible.
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Figure 3 displays graphically our gene-environment interaction results for birth weight.
The plots are generated using augmented versions Models 1, 2, and 3 where the environmental
variables are coarsened at their median value into a dichotomous indicator (see Table A2 in the
appendix for the results from these regressions).

[Insert Figure 3 Here]

It may be that the observed GxE results are an artifact of changes to the scaling of the
outcome distribution (Domingue et al. 2020). If the distribution of birth weight shifts variance
across environments, then a significant 𝛽3 may arise mechanically as a byproduct of the more
general increase in variation. For this reason, in Panel B of Table A1 in the appendix, we
replicate our GxE analyses using the natural log of birth weight. While the results for maternal
BMI are robust to this log transformation, we no longer observe evidence for GxE in the case of
gestational length.
In Table A3 in the appendix, we rerun our gene-environment interactions models with
our social and cognitive developmental measures as outcomes instead of birth weight. We find
little evidence that the moderation of the relationship between the birth weight polygenic score
and observed birth weight translates into moderation of the relationship between the birth weight
polygenic score and social and cognitive outcomes. However, we may simply lack the statistical
power to adequately explore this question.

6. Discussion
6a. Genetic Influences on Birth Weight
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Using data from two birth cohorts, separated by over 3,000 miles and 70 years, we find
that recent genetic discoveries, as summarized by a polygenic score, are robustly associated with
birth weight. Sibling comparisons show that this association represents, in large part, a causal
effect of an individual’s genes on his or her birth weight. Our results suggest that, in the case of
birth weight, recent GWAS have identified a relatively accurate, albeit noisy, map linking an
individual’s DNA sequence to their genetic predisposition to weigh more at birth. However, the
polygenic score fails to index an individual’s genetic predisposition for other relevant birth
characteristics, such as gestational length and APGAR score.
These findings are relevant even to scholars whose research interests primarily center on
environmental variation in birth weight. As GWAS sample sizes increase over time and in turn
polygenic scores become more accurate and predictive, a birth weight polygenic score may prove
useful in removing confounding genetic influences on birth weight and isolating the effect of
environmental exposures. For example, residualizing observed birth weight on an individual’s
polygenic score may reduce bias and increasing precision in research examining the
environmental factors that shape prenatal development. The polygenic score for birth weight
may also be useful a useful characteristic when testing for antenatal selection and/or changes in
fecundity across place and time, which have been shown to be a source of bias in studies of birth
outcomes (Nobles and Hamoudi 2019). Finally, the polygenic score for birth weight may be a
useful tool in unpacking heterogenous responses (Conley and Fletcher 2017) to environmental
exposures during the prenatal period.
Our analyses also help elucidate the causal model that connects birth weight to healthy
development later in life. We find that the genetics of birth weight correlate with a constellation
of valued downstream outcomes. The polygenic score predicts socioemotional and cognitive
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development starting in childhood and into adulthood. In BiB, children with higher birth weight
polygenic scores have increased teacher academic and socioemotional evaluations at age 6,
increased academic achievement at age 8, and are less likely to be categorized as having a
special educational need in primary school. In the WLS, individuals with higher birth weight
polygenic scores have increased cognitive ability at age 16, higher class rank in high school, and
more years of schooling at age 40. The family fixed effects models in the WLS that compare
siblings yield similar results to the between family models, lending the associations between the
polygenic score and developmental outcomes a causal interpretation. We therefor conclude that
the genetics underpinning of birth weight are causally related an individual’s social and cognitive
outcomes later in life.
To our knowledge, this is the first evidence that genetic sources of variation in birth
weight, like environmental sources, affect other valued life course outcomes. This fact supports
the hypothesis that birth weight is intimately related to healthy prenatal development more
broadly—evidence consistent with the causal model presented in Panel B of Figure 1. If, on the
other hand, birth weight acted solely as an index prenatal environmental exposures that affect
both birth weight and healthy prenatal development (i.e. Panel A of Figure 1), we would likely
not expect genetic sources of variation in birth weight to translate into downstream social and
cognitive outcomes.
Our analyses also provide preliminary support for the idea that an individual’s genetic
predisposition for birth weight is not fixed but instead interacts with prenatal environmental
factors. We find suggestive evidence of gene-environment interactions between the birth weight
polygenic score and both maternal body mass index and gestational length. For babies born to
mothers with high body mass index, an increase in polygenic score is associated with a larger
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increase in birth weight than it is for babies born to mothers with low body mass index. In
addition, for babies that spend a longer time in the womb, an increase in polygenic score is
associated with a larger increase in birth weight than it is for babies that spend relatively less
time in the womb. However, this gene-environment interaction between polygenic score and
gestational length may be driven changes in the overall distribution of birth weight as a function
of gestational length. We find no evidence for gene environment interactions between the
polygenic score and maternal socioeconomic status.
Given the methodological challenges associated with using polygenic scores to identify
gene-environment interactions in the case of endogenous environments (Domingue et al. 2020),
we consider our evidence regarding gene-environment interactions suggestive and deserving
further follow up. Nonetheless, these results highlight the importance of jointly considering
genetic and environmental factors in understanding the determinants of birth weight and prenatal
development more broadly. Curiously, while we observe moderation of the relationship between
the birth weight polygenic score and birth weight, we see little evidence for moderation of the
relationship between the birth weight polygenic score and downstream developmental outcomes.
Thus, properly interpreting the social and health implications of an individual’s birth weight may
require combining information on both prenatal exposures and the biological characteristics of
the child.

6b. Limitations and Interpretational Challenges
Given the fraught history of discourses regarding individual genetic differences in human
health and abilities (Martschenko, Trejo, and Domingue 2019), we hope to be explicit about the
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limitations of the current state of the genetics literature and the resulting interpretational caveats
for our analyses using the birth weight polygenic score.
First, the GWAS from which we derive our allelic weights are associational in nature.
Thus, our polygenic scores associations do not necessarily capture only the causal effect of an
individual’s genes. GWAS are at risk for confounding from omitted variables such as population
stratification and genetic nurture. Population stratification refers to the fact that an individual’s
genome contains fine-grained information about their place in the intricate structure of a
population (Hamer and Sirota 2000; Novembre et al. 2008; Mostafavi et al. 2020; Abdellaoui et
al. 2019); thus, GWAS for complex traits may partly identify genes related to confounding
environmental variables such as ancestry, geography, or even socioeconomic status. Genetic
nurture refers to the effect of parental genetics on their child’s outcome (Kong et al. 2018). For
example, a mother’s genes affect the birth weight of her child (and a mother’s genes are
mechanically correlated with her child’s genes). Fortunately, it has been shown that the withinfamily polygenic score analyses that we conduct in the WLS can suffer only bias towards zero
from between-family confounding, such as population stratification and genetic nurture (Trejo
and Domingue 2019).
Second, for the reasons described in Section 3b, we restrict our sample to children of
European ancestries. Although we recognize the importance of research in more diverse samples,
we can only responsibly move as quickly as the developments in human genomics. We therefore
consider our analysis to be an initial pass at considering the role of the genes in the production of
birth weight and human development. Because both environmental exposures (Bertrand and
Mullainathan 2004; Fryer 2019; Lu and Halfon 2003) and the distribution of birth weight (Aizer
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and Currie 2014) vary across ancestries, we emphasize that the results in this paper apply only to
individuals of European ancestries.
Third, our polygenic scores contain large amounts of measurement error (i.e. 𝜇𝑖 in
equation 2b.iii is large). It is therefore impossible to use the current birth weight polygenic score
to draw conclusions about the relative importance of genetic characteristics versus environmental
factors for birth weight and downstream human capital accumulation. Nonetheless, as others
have pointed out (Papageorge and Thom 2020), polygenic scores allow researchers to test for
associations and interaction effects. As sample sizes for genetic discovery increase and
geneticists hone their statistical methodologies, the amount of measurement error in polygenic
scores will approach zero. At that point, polygenic scores may become even more useful tools
for controlling for genetic factors in studies of the environment and for decomposing the
variance between genetic and environmental factors.

6c. Future Directions
We hope that this paper represents the beginning of a broader effort to understand genetic
influences on prenatal development. Our work documents that the genetics of birth weight
contribute alongside and likely modify environmental exposures in shaping birth weight, but the
precise mechanisms remain unclear. Future work should prioritize uncovering the processes
through which the birth weight polygenic affects both birth weight and downstream social and
cognitive outcomes.
Further, in this paper, we restricted our focus to understanding the direct genetic effects
of an individual’s genes on his or her own birth weight. However, birth weight is a strong
candidate for the study of indirect genetic effects (Domingue and Belsky 2017; Kong et al. 2018;
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Armstrong-Carter et al. 2020) using polygenic scores—the influence of maternal and paternal
genetics on child birth weight merits future attention. Finally, birth weight is just one measure of
prenatal development; future researchers should work to build an increased understanding of the
genetic underpinnings of other aspects of prenatal development besides birth weight (Conti et al.
2020).
We have provided evidence that genetic sources of variation in birth weight, long
ignored, index meaningful differences in experiences prenatally through adulthood, both between
and within families. The continued integration of genetic information into social scientific
models of human health and behavior will serve to further our understanding of the complex
ways in which biological and social factors combine to shape valued outcomes across the life
course.
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Appendix
A1. Non-Genetic Measures: BiB
Birth Weight: Birth weight in grams was clinically assessed by hospital staff at delivery.
Maternal Body Mass Index: Maternal body mass index was calculated using height and
weight measurements that were directly assessed by medical staff at 26-28 weeks gestation.
Maternal Socioeconomic Status: Maternal socioeconomic status is measured by the first
principle component of five maternal characteristics measured at 26-28 weeks gestation:
educational attainment, receipt of mean-tested governmental benefits, neighborhood Index of
Multiple Deprivation, partner cohabitation, and home ownership.
Gestational Length: Child gestational age was obtained from maternal clinical pregnancy
records.
Size for Gestational Length: A child was deemed small or large for gestational length if
his or her birth weight was below the 10th percentile or above the 90th percentile, respectively,
of the birth weight distribution for babies of the same gestational length.
APGAR Scores: One-minute postnatal and five-minute postnatal APGAR scores were
clinically assessed by hospital staff at delivery.
Teacher-Rated Academic and Socioemotional Development: The Early Years Foundation
Stage Profile is a teacher-led observational assessment conducted towards the end of the child’s
first year at school when they are roughly six years old. The profile measures children’s
attainment in seven main areas of learning: communication and language; expressive arts and
design; literacy, mathematics; physical development; personal, socio and emotional development
and understanding the world. Teachers completed the assessment for each child based on their
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knowledge and observations of that child. Subscales scores were summed and standardized
within sample to be mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
Academic Achievement: The Key Stage 1 Assessment is a standardized test administered
at the end of a child’s third year in school when the children are typically eight years old. The
Key Stage 1 Assessment includes math, reading and science subscales. Subscale scores were
summed and standardized within sample to be mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
Special Educational Need: A binary indicator for special educational need was extracted
from the child’s educational records when they were eight years old.

A2. Non-Genetic Measures: WLS
Birth Weight: Birth weight in pounds and ounces was collected from survey responses
when respondents were in their 60s.
Cognitive Ability: Cognitive ability was assessed using the Henmon-Nelson Test of
Mental Ability, which was administered to WLS participants during high school. It is a 30minute test consisting of 90 items including vocabulary, sentence completion, disarranged
sentences, classification, logical selection, series completion, directions, analogies, anagrams,
proverb interpretation, and arithmetic problems.
Educational Attainment: Years of schooling collected from survey responses when
respondents were in their 40s.
High School Rank: High school percentile rank was calculated using each respondent’s GPA
compared to the GPA of other students at his or her school. GPA information was collected from
administrative educational records. This variable exists only for original WLS graduates and not
for their randomly selected sibling.
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Tables
Table 1. Summary Statistics.
A. Born in Bradford
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
Female
Maternal Body Mass Index
Family Socioeconomic Status
Birth Weight (Grams)
Gestational Length (Weeks)
Small for Gestational Length
Large for Gestational Length
APGAR (1 Minute)
APGAR (5 Minute)
Teacher-Rated Development (Age 6)
Academic Achievement (Age 8)
Special Educational Need
B. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
WLS Graduate
Female
Birth Date (Years)
Birth Weight (Grams)
Cognitive Ability (Age 16)
High School Rank (Percentile)
Years of Schooling

Individual
Mean
SD
0.00
1.00
0.48
0.50
27.16
6.13
0.00
1.00
3387.83
531.37
39.68
1.61
0.08
0.27
0.12
0.32
8.49
1.27
9.08
0.58
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.17
0.38
Individual
Mean
SD
0.00
1.00
0.64
0.48
0.52
0.50
1940.07
4.28
3385.28
633.52
0.00
1
53.90
28.30
13.77
2.39

N
2008
2008
1741
1629
2007
2008
1977
1977
2000
1995
1951
1557
2008
N
8488
8488
8488
8488
4934
7993
5073
8350

Sibling Difference
Mean
SD
N
0.80
0.62
2050
1.00
0.00
2050
0.51
0.50
2050
5.90
4.17
2050
584.14
519.68
744
0.89
0.70
1731
—
—
—
1.91
2.00
1980

Note. This table uses data from the Born and Bradford cohort and the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. Additional details about these
variables can be found in the appendix.
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Table 2. Neonatal Regressions.
A. Birth Weight
Birth Weight Polygenic Score

Family Fixed Effects
Observations
Families

B. Other Birth Characteristics

Birth Weight Polygenic Score

Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

Born in Bradford

Wisconsin Longitudinal Study

(1)
91.44**
(11.96)

(2)
101.5**
(9.316)

(3)
87.68**
(28.47)

2007
1930

4934
4190

X
1488
744

(1)
Gestational Length
(Weeks)
0.00884
(0.0388)

(2)
Small for
Gestational Length
-0.0334**
(0.00660)

Born in Bradford
(3)
Large for
Gestational Length
0.0296**
(0.00702)

(4)
APGAR
(1 Minute)
0.00535
(0.0308)

(5)
APGAR
5 Minute)
-0.00660
(0.0141)

2008
1931

1977
1907

1977
1907

2000
1923

1995
1918

** p<.01

Note. This table uses data from the Born and Bradford cohort and the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. The outcome variable of all
regressions in Panel A is birth weight measured in grams. Regressions in the Born the Bradford cohort control for sex and the first 10
principal components of individual genotype. Regressions in the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study control for a dichotomous indicator
for whether an individual is a WLS graduate or randomly selected sibling, birth year, sex, and the first 10 principal components of
individual genotype. In BiB, birth weight and other birth characteristics were clinically assessed at birth. In the Wisconsin
Longitudinal Study, birth weight was self-reported retrospectively. Robust standard errors are clustered at the family-level.
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Table 3. Social and Cognitive Development Regressions
(1)
A. Born in Bradford
Teacher-Rated
Development
0.0405+
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
(0.0228)
1951
1878

Observations
Families
B. Wisconsin Longitudinal Study
Birth Weight Polygenic Score

Family Fixed Effects
Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

(2)
Academic
Achievement
0.0644*
(0.0252)

(3)
Special
Educational Need
-0.0180*
(0.00822)

1557
1515

2008
1931

(1)
(2)
Cognitive Ability
0.0327**
0.0434+
(0.0116)
(0.0263)

7993
6262

X
3462
1731

(3)
(4)
Years of Schooling
0.0761**
0.134*
(0.0271)
(0.0602)

8350
6370

X
3960
1980

(5)
High School Rank
1.139**
(0.380)

5073
5073

** p<.01

Note. This table uses data from the Born and Bradford cohort and the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. Regressions in the Born the
Bradford cohort control for sex and the first 10 principal components of individual genotype. Regressions in the Wisconsin
Longitudinal Study control for a dichotomous indicator for whether an individual is a WLS graduate or randomly selected sibling,
birth year, sex, and the first 10 principal components of individual genotype. In BiB, teacher-rated development (age 6), academic
achievement (age 8), and special educational need were collected from a student’s primary school education record. In the Wisconsin
Longitudinal Study, cognitive ability was assessed in high school and years of schooling was self-reported at age ~40. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the family-level.
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Table 4. GxE Birth Weight Regressions.
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
Maternal Socioeconomic Status
Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Family Socioeconomic Status

(1)
94.38**
(13.16)
56.58**
(13.42)
24.01+
(13.07)

Maternal Body Mass Index

Born in Bradford
(2)
85.46**
(12.07)

17.95**
(2.062)
6.048**
(2.057)

Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Maternal Body Mass Index
Gestational Length

164.2**
(6.365)
13.81*
(5.883)

Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Gestational Length

Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

(3)
90.75**
(10.24)

1628
1571

1740
1685

2007
1930

** p<.01

Note. All regressions use data from the Bradford in Bradford cohort and control for sex and the first 10 principal components of
individual genotype. The outcome variable of all regressions is birth weight measured in grams. Covariates are centered at their mean.
Birth weight and gestational length were clinically assessed at birth. Maternal body mass index was clinically assessed at ~27 weeks
gestation. Maternal SES is the first principal component of five maternal variables: educational attainment, receipt of mean-tested
governmental benefits, neighborhood Index of Multiple Deprivation, partner cohabitation, and home ownership. Robust standard
errors are clustered at the family-level.
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Figures
Figure 1

Note. This figure displays two potential causal models linking genes, the prenatal environment, birth weight, and downstream human
development.
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Figure 2

Note. This figure displays data from the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. Grey dotted line depicts mean value of each plot’s outcome
variable. Every bin represents roughly 400 individuals (Panels A & C) or 100 sibling pairs (Panels B & D). Years of schooling was
residualized on a dichotomous indicator for whether an individual is a WLS graduate or randomly selected sibling, birth year, sex, and
the first 10 principal components of individual genotype.
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Figure 3

Note. This figure displays data from the Born in Bradford cohort. In addition to the polygenic scores, environmental modifier, and
interaction term, the underlying regression model includes controls for sex and the first 10 principal components of individual
genotype. See Table A2 of the appendix for the full regression results. Covariates are centered at their mean. Dark lines represent the
fitted values and lighter shaded regions represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Supplementary Tables
Table A1. Natural Log of Birth Weight Analyses.
A. Birth Weight Regressions
Birth Weight Polygenic Score

Family Fixed Effects
Observations
Families

Born in Bradford
(1)
0.0266**
(0.00377)

2007
1930

Table 4. GxE Regressions.
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
Family Socioeconomic Status
Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Family Socioeconomic Status

(1)
0.0273**
(0.00416)
0.0168**
(0.00409)
0.00742+
(0.00402)

Wisconsin Longitudinal Study
(2)
(3)
0.0301**
0.0243**
(0.00295)
(0.00850)

4934
4190

X
1488
744

Born in Bradford
(2)
0.0245**
(0.00380)

(3)
0.0264**
(0.00314)

0.00529**
(0.000621)
0.00168**
(0.000620)

Maternal Body Mass Index
Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Maternal Body Mass Index

0.0552**
(0.00238)
0.00342
(0.00223)

Gestational Length
Birth Weight Polygenic Score X Gestational Length

Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

1628
1571

1740
1685

2007
1930

** p<.01
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Note. This table uses data from the Born and Bradford cohort and the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study. The outcome variable of all
regressions is the natural log of birth weight measured in grams. Regressions in the Born the Bradford cohort control for sex and the
first 10 principal components of individual genotype. Regressions in the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study control for a dichotomous
indicator for whether an individual is a WLS graduate or randomly selected sibling, birth year, sex, and the first 10 principal
components of individual genotype. In BiB, birth weight and gestational length were clinically assessed at birth, while maternal body
mass index and socioeconomic status were measured at ~27 weeks gestation. In the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, birth weight was
self-reported retrospectively. Robust standard errors are clustered at the family-level.
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Table A2. Dichotomous GxE Regressions.
Birth Weight Polygenic Score
High Family Socioeconomic Status
High Family Socioeconomic Status X Birth Weight Polygenic Score

(1)
77.06**
(18.71)
88.90**
(26.69)
36.38
(26.22)

High Maternal Body Mass Index

Born in Bradford
(2)
60.12**
(16.33)

196.5**
(24.74)
52.27*
(24.02)

High Maternal Body Mass Index X Birth Weight Polygenic Score
High Gestational Length

326.3**
(21.95)
35.99+
(21.83)

High Gestational Length X Birth Weight Polygenic Score

Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

(3)
73.28**
(16.79)

1628
1571

1740
1685

2007
1930

** p<.01

Note. The regressions in this table use data from the Bradford in Bradford cohort and control for sex and the first 10 principal
components of individual genotype. Covariates are centered at their mean. Birth weight and gestational length were clinically assessed
at birth. Maternal body mass index was clinically assessed at ~27 weeks gestation. Maternal socioeconomic status is the first principal
component of five maternal variables: educational attainment, receipt of mean-tested governmental benefits, neighborhood Index of
Multiple Deprivation, partner cohabitation, and home ownership. Gestational length, maternal body mass index, and maternal
socioeconomic status are coarsened at their median value into “high” and “low” categories. Robust standard errors are clustered at the
family-level.
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Table A3. GxE Development Regressions.

Birth Weight Polygenic Score (PGS)
Family Socioeconomic Status
PGS X Family Socioeconomic Status
Maternal Body Mass Index
PGS X Maternal Body Mass Index
Gestational Length
PGS X Gestational Length

Observations
Families
+ p<.10
* p<.05

(1)
(2)
(3)
Teacher-Rated Development
0.0289
0.0317
0.0404+
(0.0245)
(0.0243)
(0.0228)
0.290**
(0.0232)
-0.0131
(0.0220)
-0.00556
(0.00383)
-0.00698+
(0.00412)
0.0136
(0.0140)
-0.000146
(0.0130)
1587
1534

1695
1644

1951
1878

Born in Bradford
(5)
(6)
Academic Achievement
0.0511+
0.0619*
0.0642*
(0.0272)
(0.0278)
(0.0253)
0.279**
(0.0273)
-0.0107
(0.0252)
-0.00303
(0.00477)
-0.00203
(0.00528)
0.00981
(0.0156)
0.00317
(0.0128)
(4)

1246
1217

1342
1315

1557
1515

(7)

(8)
(9)
Special Educational Need
-0.0150
-0.0174+
-0.0179*
(0.00924)
(0.00890)
(0.00822)
-0.0510**
(0.00962)
0.00677
(0.00912)
0.00143
(0.00155)
0.00190
(0.00154)
-0.00218
(0.00537)
0.00117
(0.00484)
1629
1572

1741
1686

2008
1931

** p<.01

Note. The regressions in this table use data from the Bradford in Bradford cohort and control for sex and the first 10 principal
components of individual genotype. Covariates are centered at their mean. Teacher-rated development (age 6), academic achievement
(age 8), and special educational need were collected from a student’s primary school education record. Gestational length was
clinically assessed at birth. Maternal body mass index was clinically assessed at ~27 weeks gestation. Maternal SES is the first
principal component of five maternal variables: educational attainment, receipt of mean-tested governmental benefits, neighborhood
Index of Multiple Deprivation, partner cohabitation, and home ownership. Robust standard errors are clustered at the family-level.
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